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Candidate Statement
Who am I?
I'm Lucas, I'm 21, and I'm from Enfield Green Party. I first joined the Green Party in 2016, and since then I've
been quite heavily involved.
I've held various voluntary roles in the Party and the Young Greens, including sitting on our Standing Orders
Committee, being Co-Chair of LGBTIQA+ Greens, and sitting on the Young Greens Executive Committee.
I recently graduated from my Law degree at the University of York, where I got involved in local and national
campaigns, and the National Union of Students.
What role am I standing for?
I'm standing to be the Young Greens Treasurer. The role sits on the Young Greens Executive Committee and
is involved in the full range of the work that the Young Greens do.
As you might have guessed, the role specialises in finance - setting the Young Greens budget, ensuring
Young Greens activities stay within our budget, and raising money where possible.
Why would I be a good fit?
I'm not a stranger to finance - I've previously been signatory to accounts worth several times the Young
Greens annual budget. I've delivered events, campaigns, projects, and more to tight budgets, and I have no
problem saying no when needed.
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I have experience of setting budgets, and being responsible for them, in democratic environments, and I also
have experience of being on EC and the work that Young Greens do.
What will I actually do?
I'll make our accounts as transparent as possible by providing financial updates as often as possible
alongside the existing monthly reports.
I'll review our merchandising portfolio and how we currently do fundraising, aiming to diversify as well as
increase our revenue streams, and look at ways we can work with The Green Party, Young Greens Groups,
and other groups on collaborative fundraising ideas.
As well as reviewing the Active Greens fund, I want to make sure that we're supporting local groups to do
their own fundraising - by providing materials and resources, and sharing best practice across groups.
Want to help out? Amazing!
If you'd like to help my campaign, the most valuable thing you can do is vote in our elections!
Every vote matters, and even if you don't give me your first preference, STV means you can rank everyone.
If you're so inclined, you can also talk to others - in your local group, on social media, or wherever else you
interact with Young Greens members.
If you'd like to tweet your support for me, please use the hashtag '#VoteLucas', and don't forget to include the
Convention hashtag - '#YGconv'

Links
Video :
Facebook :
Twitter :

twitter.com/TheLucasNorth

Instagram :
Website :

lucasnorth.uk

Other links :

lucasnorth.uk/ygec

Supporters (min 2 required)
Supporter 1 Name:

Nickan Fayyazi

Supporter 1
Affiliated Group:
Supporter 2 Name:

International

Supporter 2
Affiliated Group:

Nottingham

Kirsty Jones
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